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Opinion

An anti-ISIS strategy from the Bourbons

W 

hen it comes to 
the Middle 
East, Arabs 
have come to 
learn the hard 
way that 

American policymakers are like 
the Bourbon kings of France in 
the early 19th century: They have 
remembered nothing and they 
have forgotten nothing.

US President Barack Obama’s 
bold new strategy to fight the 
Islamic State (ISIS) is not a “new” 
strategy at all. Arguably it is not 
even a “strategy”.

This strategy basically continues 
to rely on the one thing the United 
States still does well in the Middle 
East — killing people from the air. 
But this strength also reveals four 
glaring weaknesses ISIS fighters 

have repeatedly taken 
advantage of.

First, while air power 
can hinder ground forces 
that lack any air power 
at all, it cannot eliminate 
them. All they have to 
do is wait out the highly 
expensive and exhausting 

air strikes and then they start 
moving forward again.

The Islamist forces know this. 
It is the secret to their success 
in Syria and to their retaking of 

Ramadi in Iraq. Second, the Obama 
administration, like the clueless 
George W. Bush-Cheney-Rumsfeld-
Wolfowitz “military strategists” 
before them, keeps pouring out 
hundreds of billions of dollars to 
losers who promptly surrender, 
or run like blazes, turning over all 
those weapons to militants.

Third, like the arrogant Bush II 
neocons, the Obama team ignores 
the successful, vibrant viable and 
conservative pillars of order that 
stand in the region — Saudi Arabia, 
Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan 
and the United Arab Emirates.

Fourth, the Obamaites keep 
falling for the same old favourite 
neocon game of weakening the 
stable and successful governments 
in the region.

Objectively, neoliberal and neo-
conservative American commenta-
tors — the Charles Krauthammers, 
Thomas Friedmans and Peter 
Beinarts — are the best friends ISIS 
could possibly have. Objectively, 
they are the Islamic State’s “agents 
of influence”.

After all, these are the people 
who made the fall of half of Iraq to 
the Islamists possible by insisting 
that the United States prop up a 
racist, Sunni-hating Shia regime in 
Iraq.

They insisted on disbanding the 

secular Ba’athist army in Iraq in 
2003 under Paul Bremer — unques-
tionably the stupidest mistake of 
the war — a move that drove and 
continues to drive officers and 
experienced non-commissioned of-
ficers into becoming the backbone 
of ISIS forces today.

It was these armchair warriors 
who insisted that the US govern-
ment fund the so-called demo-
cratic opposition forces in Yemen, 
Egypt, Libya and Syria. In every 
case, without exception, these 
“secular” forces proved to be 
Trojan horses for well-organised, 
extreme Islamists.

Today, the Americans, who were 
blind so long to the ISIS threat that 
they themselves were creating, are 
busy appeasing a far more formi-
dable longer-term threat to the 
region. 

They are playing into the hands 
of Iran at every level.

We see more familiar Bourbon-
type “learn-nothing-forget noth-

ing” patterns of behaviour here.
First, we see the repeated neo-

con hatred of and contempt for 
Arabs.

Second, we see the ignorant and 
arrogant refusal to take advice or 
heed warnings from the estab-
lished governments in the region.

ISIS cannot be defeated without 
credible ground forces from major 
Arab state allies. Renewed roman-
tic and ridiculous American love 
affairs with the Kurds will not do 
the trick.

Empowering Shia militias in Iraq 
will backfire disastrously. It will in-
evitably open the door to a future 
Middle East Anschluss — a forced 
“union” — in reality an annexation 
— of Iraq with Iran.

Arab leaders in the region see 
this danger clearly. Obama national 
security policymakers remain blind 
to it.

Friedrich Nietzsche said whom 
the gods would destroy, they first 
make mad.

The God of Islam and the God of 
Christianity certainly seem to feel 
that way about the policymakers of 
Washington.

Martin Sieff is a national columnist 
for the Post-Examiner newspapers 
and a senior fellow of the American 
University in Moscow.
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It is time to get serious about the threat 
of the Islamic State

T  

he Islamic State (ISIS) 
claimed responsibil-
ity for two of the 
three terror attacks 
carried out June 26th. 
More than three 

dozen people were killed and 
hundreds wounded in assaults 
on a Kuwaiti Shia mosque, a 
Tunisian resort frequented by 
foreign tourists and a factory in 
France.

ISIS boasted it was behind the 
Kuwaiti and Tunisian attacks, 
just the latest outrages that have 
marked this group since even 
before its formal founding. The 
Kuwait attack is believed to have 
been carried out by a Saudi 
national who previously fought 
for ISIS; the group praised the 
acts of the gunman in the 
Tunisian attack.

ISIS is infamous for posting — 
as recruiting efforts — videos of 
its horrific killings. They have 
beheaded, burned alive and 
drowned hostages, most of 
whom were civilians in the fight 
against terrorism. Their leaders 
call for acts of violence around 
the world.

It does not matter if these 
attacks are planned and ordered 
directly by ISIS or carried out by 
a “lone wolf” completely 
unknown to the terror group but 
motivated by some internet 
video. Innocent people — and 
yes, ISIS, your victims are 
innocent — are dying.

Each act by ISIS draws the 
same finger-wagging condemna-
tions from world leaders and 
results, perhaps, in an air strike 
from 30,000 feet or a missile 
fired from a drone. This is not 
enough of a response to make 
ISIS change its terror tactics.

No one wants to see 
anyone killed on any 
side of any conflict and 
a huge multinational 
military operation is the 
very last option. 
However, if ISIS is going 
to continue to act as a 
terrorist organisation 
without respect for 
human life and call for 

attacks, it is time for a serious 
international response that does 
not withhold any military option.

Often the threat of decisive-

level military action can force 
even the most stubborn group to 
face reality. But those measures 
must be considered a very real 
possibility by all parties involved 
and there must be the resolve 
that such operations would 
indeed be carried out if neces-
sary.

It is a weakness when forces 
limit their own choices. It was 
shown in Bosnia that an air 
campaign wasn’t enough to halt 
ethnic cleansing of Muslims in 
the region. It wasn’t until there 
was talk of ground troops 
entering that fight that the 
Bosnian leadership gave up. The 
direct risk to themselves of 
capture, or worse, outweighed 
their desire for power and to 
subjugate the population.

It is likely the same with ISIS. 

A US-led air campaign alone did 
not do much to slow the group 
but when that air power worked 
in coordination with forces on 
the ground ISIS has suffered 
substantial losses.

If this is truly a state actor, as 
ISIS apparently wishes to be 
considered since it deemed itself 
a “caliphate”, that state and its 
leaders must be held accountable 
for their words and actions. ISIS 
is acting internationally; the 
response to its actions should be 
international.

US President Barack Obama, 
who can be blamed for taking a 
too-tentative approach to 
international terrorism overall 
and ISIS in particular, has 
previously said this is the not 
United States’ fight alone. In this 
he is correct; all nations should 

have long ago been pushed past 
the condemnation phase and 
into action by ISIS. What red line 
must be crossed before the world 
acts?

ISIS boasted it was responsible 
for the recent attacks. It is time 
for the international community 
to hold the group accountable for 
crimes it confessed to.

Polite diplomatic condemna-
tion has not slowed ISIS in any 
way. The world needs to find a 
message that will get ISIS’s 
attention. That message must 
include demonstrative conse-
quences. Until ISIS is made to 
pay a serious price, the list of its 
atrocities will continue to grow.

John Hendel is senior editor for 
The Arab Weekly. He lives in the 
United States.
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